Effects of damage in the articular surface on the cartilage response to injurious compression in vitro.
Macroscopic structural damage to the cartilage articular surface can occur due to slicing in surgery, cracking in mechanical trauma, or fibrillation in early stage osteoarthrosis. These alterations may render cartilage matrix and chondrocytes susceptible to subsequent mechanical injury and contribute to progression of degenerative disease. To examine this hypothesis, single 300 microm deep vertical slices were introduced across a diameter of the articular surface of osteochondral explant disks on day 6 after dissection. Then a single uniaxial unconfined ramp compression at 7 x 10(-5) or 7 x 10(-2) s(-1) strain rate to a peak stress of 3.5 or 14 MPa was applied on day 13 during which mechanical behavior was monitored. Effects of slices alone and together with compression were measured in terms of explant swelling and cell viability on days 10 and 17. Slicing alone induced tissue swelling without significant cell death, while compression alone induced cell death without significant tissue swelling. Under low strain rate loading, no differences in the response to injurious compression were found between sliced and unsliced explants. Under high strain rate loading, slicing rendered cartilage more easily compressible and appeared to slightly reduce compression-induced cell and matrix injury. Findings highlight microphysical factors important to cartilage mechanical injury, and suggest ways that macroscopic structural damage may accelerate or, in certain cases, possibly slow the progression of cartilage degeneration.